Capgemini My Workspace powered
by VMware AirWatch

Flexibility for mobile
users to work their
way while freeing IT
from the burden of
enterprise mobility
management

My Workspace from Capgemini delivers a single, secure mobile workspace that
enables employees to interact and access their data—anytime, anywhere and on
any device. The enterprise-grade solution, powered by AirWatch, provides mobile
users with a unique, personalized user-centric environment. Featuring secure email,
browsing and “follow me” data, My Workspace protects and secures corporate
assets without over-reaching into the users’ personal data.
The fully-managed solution also allows business leaders to focus on identifying
new business opportunities and IT to reduce cost while delivering more productive
solutions—while Capgemini and VMware ensure the system operates intelligently and
efficiently to produce several key benefits for your business:
• Global data centers, service and support in all required regions and languages.
• Always-on access to business applications on the devices desired by employees
and operating systems required by the business.
• Cloud-enabled platform and broad application ecosystem supports business
processes beyond basic email and content propagation.
• Licensing that matches the business need and utilizes a monthly billing pay-asyou-go usage model.

Deliver A Personalized Mobile Experience
Custom-tailored for users and the needs of your business—the enterprise-grade,
scalable and modular solution provides faster, more flexible, personalized access to
business systems and data through the apps and devices users want—without limits
imposed by IT.
• Managed End-to-End Service Delivery: No need to worry about hardware/
software purchases, deployment, provisioning, configuration, administration and
support; Capgemini takes care of it all, delivering end-user services predictably
and cost-effectively.
• Mobility that Grows with the Business: Supports existing and future mobility
initiatives in timeframes matching business needs, organizational readiness and
budget. In a word – scalable.
• Global, Regional and Cultural Presence: Boots-on-the-ground in every global
region with applications and support in the languages of choice.
• Improved Decision Support: Drive better IT outcomes and business processes
through improved use of data and analysis.

Transform The Business Through Innovation
Leading cloud and mobile technologies—coupled with global services and support—
deliver a new breed of user-centric mobility in a way that supports both existing and
new business processes and IT infrastructures.
• Transform Your Business: Global, enterprise-grade performance with the
broadest support for devices, operating systems and applications means any
business process can be mobilized.
• Mobility-as-a-Service: Use only what the business requires, eliminating waste
associated with overcapacity during peak periods such as end-of-quarter or
seasonal sales cycles; never pay for idle systems or underutilized processes.
• Reduced Costs: Flexible, subscription-based pricing model reduces CapEx at
set-up and eliminates unnecessary OpEx after deployment. Standardization brings
consistency to the user experience and cost reduction to support services.
• Quicker Time-to-Value: The centralization and virtualization of services make
it easier to deploy new services, so time-to-value for innovative services can be
shortened and development simplified.

VMWare the way we do it

Rest Assured Your Data Remains Protected
My Workspace gives every user in every department in every region the freedom
to conduct business collaboratively, efficiently and securely—from any device and
without having to bypass IT policies and controls.
• Exceed User Expectations—Securely: Users drive innovation and look for
ways to be more productive and efficient. My Workspace gives them the apps they
need and a personalized mobile experience to work within while protecting the
information and the systems that make it all possible.
• Transform and Protect How Users Work: Secure by design, application
containerization ensures corporate data stays secure and separate from the enduser environment while mobile-user information stays protected and the user’s
unique mobile experience preserved.
• Complete Secure Productivity Portfolio: The broadest set of secure
applications—including email, “follow me” content (documents, video, chat/social),
browsing and remote display—coupled with the largest mobile app ecosystem on
the market means users can get their work done without bypassing IT control.

To find out more about My Workspace and how your business can deliver flexibility for mobile users to work
their way while freeing up IT from the burden of enterprise mobility management visit www.capgemini.com

About Capgemini
With 180,000 people in over 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the
world’s foremost providers of consulting, technology and outsourcing
services. The Group reported 2014 global revenues of EUR 10.573
billion.
. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business,
technology and digital solutions that fit their needs, enabling them
to achieve innovation and competitiveness. A deeply multicultural
organization, Capgemini has developed its own way of working, the
Collaborative Business ExperienceTM, and draws on Rightshore®, its
worldwide delivery model.
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